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Safety and health issues are central to every sphere of life but this issue becomes more paramount when workplace is concerned. A worker contributes an average of one third of the day or even more, utilizing their physical and mental capabilities to producing both tangible and intangible products. In the given backdrop, if the workplace remains a shaded grey zone undermining the health and safety, fatalities and productive losses catches up soon thereby reducing the chances of growth and sustenance of any given enterprise.

The occupational safety and health programs equip sectors to overcome workplace hostility producing elated employees and safer workplace. Research proves that the employees are motivated to work in conditions where safety and health issues are prioritized, a study finds that sixty-one percent of the workers confirmed of doing more hard work for the employee investing on their safety and health issues.1

The investment on occupational safety and health like any other investments yields benefits to the investors. A study conducted on the costs and benefits of investments in occupational safety and health in the companies identifies that the return on prevention ratio is 2.2, this infers that an investment of one currency unit per year per employee the companies are expected to earn 2.2 currency unit.2 Together with an increase in profitability, the apparatus of occupational safety and health also helps to reduce social cost associated with loss of productivity, function and welfare costs.3

The occupational safety and health management systems have been a recent development which encompasses a holistic approach and periodic evaluations for increased improvements on occupational safety and health performance. This OSH management system complies with the legislation and policies and also identifies importance of standardization from any third party giving more credibility for undertaken improvement approaches. Like any systems this system is an iterative process and takes care of technical, behavioral and human aspects related to work and working conditions for increased safety and health concerns.4

The investment on the occupational safety and health has to follow a participatory approach where both employees and the employers involved in problem identification and developing hands on solutions for the intervention process and contribute to evaluations of the efforts made for changes. This increases obligation and responsibility bearing at the both ends with active engagements. The investment on occupational safety and health is an investment for future, growth and continued partnership with the workers.
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